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Abstract

Design and peri_ormsnce of a high peak-power CO= laser system to produce subnanosecond IR pulses for
electron acceleration experiment are presented. We discuss theoretical aspects of the picosecond laser pulse
propagation in a molecular amplifier and a design approach towards compact Terawatt CO= laser systems.

I. Introduction

High-power gas laser development for strong-field physics stud other applications has been _n active area
of quantum electronics since the advent of lasers. Gas lasers are attractive for building economical high-
aperture, large-volume modules with high energy output. But because of the relatively narrow rotational

structure typical for molecular gas spectra (_ I0 x° Ha), the generation sad amplification of ultra-short
pulses in CO= lasers has not been as successfully pursued as in the case of solid state lasers hay/rig a wide

crystal-host broadening of the individual ion spectral lines (I0 xx- I0 x= H=).
Over the years, substantial progress has been made on ways to produce high-power pulses on a sub-

nanosecond time scale f_om CO= lasers. Apart from self-mode-locking, the list of CO= picosecond pulse

generation methods includes: optical f_ee-induction decay (OFID), x optical parametric oscillator, =and semi-
conductor switching .s,4 The OFID method is based on the CO= pulse seif-quenchlng in a plasma shutter

followed by its futher shortening in a hot CO= absorption cell. Using this method, 30-300 ps variable d_stion
CO= pulses were produced. The other two method.= s_e active; the first uses a short-wavelength picosecond

source for generating by parametric pumping the radiation to be amplified, the second uses a picosecond
source to create fzee carriers in a semiconductor that acts as a shorted-lived reflectin 8 plasma for CO= radi-

ation. This method csa produce CO= pulses down to the width of the control pulse and even shorter. By

semiconductor switching ud consecutive regenerative amplification, up to 1.5 GW 3-ps CO= laser pulses
were demonstrated, s

The semi¢onductin 8 switch pulse generation method is used in a multi-GW CO= laser system comprised

of a hybrid TEA single-longitudinal mode CO= oscillator, and a UV-preioni=ed 3-atm multipsss TE CO=
amplifier. This system is now operational at the Btookhaven Accelerator Test Facility 6 (ATF) to test severs]
laser acceleration and FEL schemes in which a high-power CO= laser beam interscts with a 50 MeV e-beam

produced by an RF linac.

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Dept. of Energy.
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lI. Picosecond pulse slicing

The picosecond switching method used in the ATF CO= laser system is based on modulating the reflective
and tra_asmiuive properties of s semiconductor by optically controRin 8 the free-carrier charge density. A

short-wavelength picosecond laser pulse with a photon energy above the band gap of the semiconductor
creates a highly reflective electron-hole plasma in a surface layer of a semiconductor, such as germanium,

which is normally transparent to 10-#m radiation. The free-electron density at the semiconductor surface
is linearly proportional to the absorbed control-pulse fluence. At a Nd:YAG control pulse fluence of E

2 mJ/cm =, the density of excess free carriers created in Ge is more than 2× 10_°/cm 8, which is just above

the critical electron, density N,., = 1.8 x lOl°/cm s, and s Ge slab switches from a window st 10/am to a
highly reflective mirror.

After the termination of the control pulse, the main process governing the time evolution of the excess

free carriers at the surface, sad hence the reflectivity, will be smbipolsz diffusion: s having a characteristic
time constmlt of !50 ps in Ge. To define the trailing edge of the pulse, shortening it to a few picoseconds, the

complement to reflection switching, transmission switching, is used for a second stage. An optically delayed
control puJse ¢ut_ oI_ the trs_Jng edge of the transient pulse by initiating reflection and absorption. Absorp-
tion makes the Ge slab opaque for 10-#mrsdiation during _50 ns time whjJe the electron-hole recombination

takes place. The resulting "sliced" transmitted pulse has the desired few- picosecond length determined by
optical delay s_ustment of the control radiation before the transmission switch.
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Figure I= Principle diagram oi"the CO= pulse semiconductor 2-step slicing.

The schematic of the optical set up used ,_nthe experiment is presented in Fig.t. The hybrid single-

longitudinal sero-trsasverse mode TEA CO= laser oscillator is the source of the 10/_m beam. Single-

longitudinal-mode operation is provided by a combination of s low-pressure auxiliary discharge tube used to
provide a narrow peak in the gain spectrum and pieso-electri¢ fine tuning of the oscillator cavity length. A

polarisation rotation of the control Nd:YAG beam provides optimal distribution of the control pulse energy
between the reflection and transmission switches. CO= laser peak power si'ter slicing is _0.5 MW with a

contrast ratio of 10,000:1,



III. Multipass amplifier

A. 3-arm multipsss CO2 amplifier pumped by a UV-preionised transverse electric discharge serves to

increase the peak power of the sliced picosecond 10-/_m pulse from 0.5 MW up to the _10-GW level required
for the electron acceleration experiment. The laser amplifier head consists of a cylindrical plexiglas vessel

designed to house the main discharge electrodes and the preionising spark-gap arrays. Two sets of serially-

placed brass electrodes define the discharge volume of 2x5z60 cm s (x2) - 1,200 cm s. Preionisation spark-gap
arrays are arranged in series along the side walls of the discharge volume and a sliding spark is excited by a
35 kV voltage pulse. The amplifier cell rests on an oiltank containing the high-voltage pulse-forming circuit.

Two sets of 2-stage Marx generators supply up to 140 kV pulses to the main discharge with a specific energy

loading of up to 650 J/l. Triggering of the preionitation and the two main discharge sections is accomplished
through five pressurised-air spark gaps.
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Figure 2; Amplifier temporal characteristics: a) small signal gain trace probed with a CW CO3 laser; b)
preionisation and main discharge electrical signals with a gain (dashed curve) superimposed.

Requirements of arc-flee and mechanically safe operation of the amplifier discharge ceLlplace a 3-4 arm

limit on the working gas pressure. Gas mixture COz:N2:He=I:0.5:8.5 was normally used. Small signal gain

(SSG) up to 2.4 %/cm at 10.6 _m was measured under these conditions. The scope trace of the gain probed
with a CW COn laser and discharge signal are presented in Fig.2. By adjustment of the timing of the

discharge triggering, the multipass propagation of the laser pulse is made to coincide with the maximum

gain in the ampKfier.
The closed-loop gas supply manifold includes a diaphragm-type compressor with a capacity of 0.8 CFM

and a catalytic regenerator. Low rate gas exchange inside the amplifier volume is arranged through two

symmetrical axial gas Rows directed from the end flanges holding ZnSe Brewstet optical windows towards

the exhaust port in the central portion of the amplifier ceil. Catalytic regeneration of the gas mixture during
its dosed-loop circulation through the amplifier serves to maintain stable discharge and gain conditions.

Using the configuration shown in Fig.3, as many as 8 optical passes were accommodated through the

ampLifier cell with a total up to 10 t° net $SG (for a long pulse). A concave mirror with a 20 m radius of

curvature is used after 2 passes to compensate for beam divergence. A roof mirror arrangement at the other

side of the amplifier helps to prevent parasitic optical resonances inside the amplifier. Four passes may be

arranged in this way without self-lasing. Due to the limited aperture of the amplifier cell, no additional
mirrors may be placed without creation of a quasi-stable cavity and self-lasing build-up. Consequently, the
same 4-mirror set is used .foran additional 8 passes. To suppress parasitic feedback through the optical path

while redirecting the beam for the next 4 passes, an optical polarisation isolator is placed in the way of the
amplified beam.
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Figure 3. 8-pass amplifier optical set up.

The optical isolator consists of a polariser (germanium Brewster plate) with a Pockels cell in front

of it. The polariser is set in a crossed orientation to the ZnSe Brewster windows of the amplifier. By
, applying a 10-as 8-kV pulse to the Pockels cell synchronously with the picosecond laser pulse arrival, we

turn its polarisation 90" and transmit the pulse through the polariser. A 90' rotating periscope is used for
polarisation correction after the isolator before sending the transmitted pulse for another 4-pass course of
amplification. Telescopes are designed to adjust beam diameter and divergence sad to produce an additional
discrimination against the self-lasing by using pin-hole diaphragms in focal points.
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Figure 4s Experimental autocorre]ation curves for the amplified single-switched COs luer pulse: a) withouta self-breakdown and b) with a self-breakdown.

Another important function of the telescope in front of the Pockels cell is shortening of the amplified pulse
through the optical breakdown on a pin-hole diaphragm. A single-shot autocorrelator based on noncoUinear
second harmonic generation in a ZnGeP2 crystal was used to monitor the amplified CO2 laser pulse duration.
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Sample autocorrelation curves recorded for 0-pass amplified CO2 pulses, obtained for input transient pulses

with and without a self-breakdown after 4 passes, a_e presented in Fig.4. The duration of the laser pulse

after self-breakdown is regulated by the time required for the optical breakdown development and does not
depend much upon the initial duration of the sliced pulse. The effect is reproducsble from shot to shot.
It indicates, that a simple laser plasma shutter is emeient for pulse duration control du_in8 subnanosecond

pulse amplification.

Fig.5 shows energy evolution when various duration laser pulses are sent for amplification. The simila.-ity
of the pulse duration after self quenching, together with a saturation effect, may explain, why a]/ three

experimental curves terminate after 8 passes through the ampli_er at about the same output energy of _i J

corresponding to a peak power of 15...25 GW in _50 ps pulse.
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F|gure 5" Experimental curves for laser pulse _;
evolution in S-pass amplifier: (solid llne) single- u._ I
switched initial pulse; (dashed line) 120-ps sliced
initial pulse; (dotted line) 60-ps sliced initial pulse, o. I
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IV. Picosecond pulse shaping in the C02 amplifier

In order to understand, why we are limited to a 50-ps pulse when a 3-atm COl amplifier is used, we

should consider specifics of sl_ort laser pulse propagation in a resonant-amplifying molecular medium. 7 Two

characteristic spectra/parameters and their corresponding time constants should be taken into consideration.

The first is a time, 6it, corresponding to a frequency interval, 6vt, between the centers of V-R lines by the

ratio 6tt=_,i -I ; 6tz=I8 ps for the P-branch of the 10-/_m CO= band. The other is a cotlisionally induced
dipole dephasin8 time, 6t=, related to a Lorentsian line shape ors V-R transition by the similar ratio 6t==6v_" t

; _t= is inversely proportional to the gas pressure and 6t= _.I00 ps for I arm CO= laser gas mixture. Let us

consider, how the ampli_cation of the CO= laser pulse with the initial duration _ depends upon the time
constants 6it and 6t2.

The spectra/width of a short laser pulse (less than 6tt) may cover several discrete tzans/tion lines. The

electric field of such an inptit pulse excites s polarisation in COl molecules, which are in various V-It states.
Since molecules in dlffezent states are characterised by.different frequencies, these polarisation components

eventually become dephnsed. As s result, the spectral and time structure of the induced radiation will not
remain equal to those of the initial pulse. At a low gas pressure the discrete gain spectrum transforms the

spectrum of the input pulse from continuous to discrete, and its Fourier transform corresponds to a pulse
train with a 5tt period. At higher pressure, the broadening effect smooths the discrete gain spectrum. An

a/ternative to achieve gain smoothing is &reduction of the spectrum modulation period using an isotopic gas
mixture. Replacement of one of the oxygen nuclei by that of a different isotope destroys a symmetry of the

CO= molecule. That means that twice as many V-R transitions are allowed and the gain spectrum becomes

twice as dense as with a regular CO= molecule. If we consider a miztuze t=CteO2: zIClaOtSO: 12(:Tzso=

= 1:2:1, then_ due to isotopic shifts, the comb;ned spectrum will have in overlap regions an approximately
4-times denser rotational llne structure than with a regular CO= molecule. Computer modeling s shows that

the reduction in spectral Line interva/results in considerably less short-pulse distortion during smplL_cation

(see Fig.(]).
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Figure 6_ Picosecond pulse propagation in the CO2 amplifier with a total gain 9ol = 10 (initial intensity
1 MW/cmZ)S: a) initial 3-ps pulse shape; b) same after amplification in a regular 10-atm mixture; c) same in
a 4-arm isotopic mixture; d) initial 30-ps pulse shape; e)same after amplification in s 1-atm r:gular mixture;
f) same in a 10-atm regular mixture.

If the input luer pulse width, T0, is longer than 6tt, then just one rotational line is involved in the

amplification. During the amplification, the spectrum of the input pulse is fdtered by the gain spectrum and
eventually pulse durstion increases. Pulse broadening is most pronounced at atmospheric or lower pressure,
when the spectral width of the individual V-R transition is much leas than the spectral separation between the

rotations/lines, and the gain spectrum may be considered as discrete. Pressure brosdenlng of the individual
rotational lines helps to minimise the pulse sh&pe distortion. Because 6t2 is inversely proportional to the gas

pressure, it becomes _I0 ps st 10 arm. Numerical calcul&tions demonstrate that pulses longer than 20 ps can

propagate without appreciable distortions. In &3-atm amplifier filled with a regular gas mixture, pulses as

short as _=60 Ix, m&ybe amplified without appreciable distortions. A shorter pulse will experiense less SSG,

due to worse bandwidth mntching to the gain spectrum, and gr_ulual expansion of the pulse duration. That
correlates with our experimental results, in which we observed a performance degradation when to=30 ps

sliced pulses were injected into the amplifier.

V. Scalinl-up: vrosvects and limitations
8

In concludon, let us consider the possibilities and principal limitstions for further scale-up of single-
beam picosecond CO_ laser systems. To be more specific, a TE laser module of a moderate 10-cm aperture

sise and up to I0 arm pressure will be considered as a final amplifier. Such devices are feasible with x-ray

sad e-beam preionisation of the discharge volume.

In view of the presently demonstrated I _ 10 GW/cm 3 flux at the amplifier output, it is reasonable to
project _ I TW peak power extraction in _ 50-ps pulse after a second amplifier of 10-cm aperture. Our

experimental data indicate that 3 passes through s 120 cm long amplifier would be sdequste for the requited

50-times power gain ssuming that the final amplifier is of the same 3-stm pressure sad specific energy loading

ss the present ATF amplifier.



A 10-stm x-ray or e-beam preionlsed CO: discharge module is a better candidate for a final smplifler,
providing the prospect for even higher peak power via a combination of output energy increase and pulse

shortening. Under higher energy Ioacl_ng_ 1.5 kJ/! attainable with such devices and because of optimisation

of the normalised electric field, E/P, with more powerfuH external ionisation, the specific energy storage at

_he upper vibrational COs (001) laser level increases _ 8 times, in comparison with a 3-arm UV-preionised
discharge, reaching value o£ 120 J//. Faster rotational relaxation, _'R_ 20 ps, and higher saturation flu-
ence, E_ _ 500 m.i/cm 2, complete the argument in favour of the energetic feasibility to extract up to

l- 100 GW/cm 2 flux fzom 10-arm amplifier in s 50-ps pnise. With the additional ability to sustain shorter
laser pulses, the projected 10-cm aperture high-pressure amplifier module could produce laser beams of more

than 10 TW peak power. This conclusion conforms to s.uother similar prognosis of P.Corkum s made after a
demonstration of up to I GW peak power in a l-ram 2 CO2 picosecond laser beam.

Practical limitations to the intensity escalation in the picosecond CO2 laser beams may be set by such

detrimental effects as optical component (windows, mirrors) damage sad gas breakdown. The analysis of
the optical breakdown threshold data drives us to the conclusion that optical window damage will be the

major limitation to energy scaling of picosecond CO2 lasers. However, undex the assumption of the avalanche

electron multiplication mechanism for optical breakdown, s laser pulse shorterning should provide a neatly
propoztional increase of the finite flux that may be trsnsmitted through the window without its damage.

For example, E,t,-0.g J/cm z was measured for a NaCI window with 2-ps CO2 laser pulses; s equivalent to
Ith-0.25 TW/cm z.
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F|gure _'l Multi-isotope COs laser system project.

In order to amplify pulses as short as a few picoseconds, a multi-isotope laser gas mixture may be used.
Typical for such mixture, smoothing of the gain spectrum results also in a noticable SSG drops and two

multipass smpl_ier stages are not enough any more to extract an output energy close to a potential limit of

the system. Instead of using an extra stage, we consider in Fig.7 another option: a single-pulse regenerative

amplifier in aftrst stage. Its output is limited by _I0 GW by a Pockels cell optical damage. Hence, the
additional two passes through the same amplifier discharge-cell will follow. And the final 10-cm aperture

amplifier should increase the peak outpu_ to 5 TW in nearly linear regime.



A CO=-pumped ammonia smpl/fier may be another promising approach to ultra- h/sh-power picosecond
IR laser systems, l0 The advantages of such s scheme sre: the use of broad-bandwidth multistomic molecular

spectra favorable for short pulse smpl/fication, and the possibility to use relatively simple nanosecond TEA

CO2 oscil/ator-amp[ifler systems as pump sources for an emcient enersy transfer from the pump pulse to the
picosecond pulse coproposating inside a molecular amplifier.

When 0.1% NHs is diluted in 8 arm of Ns or At, pulses as short as 10 ps can be amplified without

appreciable distortion within the 928-938 cm -1 spectra/ range covered by regular NHs band overlapping
transitions. Ms._cimum 8nin corresponds to the gP(34) CO2 transition while the 9R(30) CO= transition may
be used for pumpins. Experimentally, s single pass gain o£ 21.8 dB was observed by this scheme, when
_25 MW/cm= TEA COj laser pulse was used to pump the v2=1 NHs vibrational level. NHs coUisional

relaxation time, _20 ns, puts certain limitation on the optimal duration of the pump pulse. Up to 60 dB

g_.n is predicted, when s 10- ns, 3 J/cm 2 pump pulse is used. °
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